
AGENDA 

PARKING and TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 
8:00 A.M. – November 7, 2019 
City Hall – Conference Room A 

______________________________________________________________________

ON-SITE COMMITTEE: Please meet on Wednesday, November 6th at 8:00 a.m. in the 
upper parking lot at City Hall, 1 Junkins Avenue, to view the 
following locations: 
• Dearborn Street
• Hanover Street at Fleet Street

_____________________________________________________________________

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. ACCEPTANCE OF THE MINUTES
No meeting minutes for acceptance.

IV. FINANCIAL REPORT

V. PUBLIC COMMENT (15 MINUTES)
This is the time for all comments on any of the agenda items or non-agenda items.

VI. PRESENTATION
A. COAST bus service changes for Hanover Street bus stop, by COAST.

VII. NEW BUSINESS
(No public comment during Committee discussion without Committee approval.)

A. Dearborn Street, request to prohibit parking in last space next to water’s edge.

B. Sagamore Avenue, south of Sagamore Grove, request for No Parking on west
side of roadway. Sample Motion: Move to refer to staff to notify abutters and
report back at future meeting.

C. Hanover Street, request to eliminate four parking spaces next to Hanover
Garage, to enlarge bus stop area, by COAST.  Sample Motion: Move to
eliminate four parking spaces on the east side of Hanover Street
immediately north of Fleet Street.

VIII. OLD BUSINESS
A. Report back: 15 Middle Street, request for valet parking on Porter Street.

B. South Street, report back on traffic calming request.  Sample Motion: Move to
lower the speed limit on the section of South Street between Middle Road
and Lafayette Road to 25 mph.
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IX. INFORMATIONAL
A. Bike lane flex posts, bike corrals, and Zagster stations to be removed for winter

prior to Thanksgiving.

B. Woodbury Ave bridge to reopen November 11th.

C. I-95 northbound on-ramp from Market Street to be closed until Memorial Day, as
soon as Woodbury Ave bridge opens.

D. Request for crosswalks across Middle Street between Lincoln Street and Cass
Street.

E. Quarterly Accident Report by Police Captain Mark Newport.

F. PTS Open Action Items.

X. MISCELLANEOUS

XI. ADJOURNMENT
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City of Portsmouth

Parking Related Revenues Unaudited
Percentage of Fiscal Year Complete Preliminary

25.00% Totals Thru
September 30, 2019

Total Budgeted % of Budget

FY 20

Parking Meter Fees 1,016,326.04 3,306,000 31%
Meter Space Rental 26,965.00 90,000 30%
Meter In Vehicle 23,595.00 110,000 21%
High Hanover Transient 782,657.90 2,561,875 31%
High HanoverPasses 419,275.00 1,852,500 23%
Foundry Place Transient 60,815.71 214,000 28%
Foundry Place Passes 76,040.00 340,500 22%
HH Pass Reinstatement 1,170.00 2,500 47%
Foundry Pass Reinstatement 450.00 1,000 0%
Parking Violations 203,630.00 715,000 28%
Immobilization Administration Fee 0.00 15,000 0%
Summons Admin Fee 50.00 3,000 2%

Total FY 20 2,610,974.65              9,211,375.00          28%

BUDGETED
6,799,070 74% Transfer to Parking Fund
2,412,305 26% Funds Remaining  in Gen Fund
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VII.A. Dearborn Street, request to prohibit parking in last space next to water’s edge.

ebeby
Polygon

ebeby
Callout
Request to prohibit parking in this space.
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VII.B. Sagamore Avenue, south of Sagamore Grove, request for No Parking on west side of roadway. 

ebeby
Polygon

ebeby
Callout
Request to prohibit parking in this area.



42 Sumner Drive, Dover, NH  03820      PHONE (603) 743-5777      FAX (603) 743-5786      www.coastbus.org 

COAST champions and provides customer-focused public transportation with a commitment to excellence in safety and service. 

October 8, 2019 

Mr. Benjamin Fletcher 
Director of Parking 
City of Portsmouth 
680 Peverly Hill Road 
Portsmouth, NH   03801 

Dear Mr. Fletcher, 

As a follow-up to our conference call last week, I would like to formally request the consideration of the 
extension of the bus stop zone currently on Hanover Street, all the way to Fleet Street.  

COAST’s Comprehensive Operations Analysis (COA), which was begun over the summer of 2018 and is 
nearing completion, has resulted in a proposed service concept that relies on an area in downtown 
Portsmouth that can support the connecting of six different COAST buses and bus routes at once. That is 
not something that can be supported in Market Square. In a meeting on May 15th, we shared our desire 
to utilize Hanover Street as our preferred location for making connections in downtown Portsmouth. To 
do so however, we would need to have the current bus stop zone to extend all the way to Fleet Street, 
eliminating four (4) current parking spots. 

The extension of this bus stop zone is critical to our planning for connecting services in Portsmouth and 
the region. This bus stop will be our primary hub in downtown Portsmouth. We will still service Market 
Square with two bus routes, but it will no longer be a transfer location between routes for us. I should 
note that Wildcat Transit also services the Market Square bus stop and they use it as their downtown 
terminus for their Route 4A/B service.  

Please see the attached Hanover Street Bus Stop/Layover Area explainer for more specific details on the 
services at this location and our request. 

Given the criticality of this bus stop zone to our overall plans, we really need a timely resolution of this 
issue. Unfortunately, we did not realize our identification of the need for this accommodation during our 
meeting in May was insufficient. Our desire would be to know whether we can move ahead with current 
plans by mid-December. 

Ultimately, should this request not be approved, we will be forced to break apart the connectivity of our 
proposed services in Portsmouth, and two of the six routes will be scheduled so they will arrive at the 
bus stop on Hanover Street at the bottom vs. the top of the hour. This will ensure that we are not over 
capacity at the Hanover Street bus stop however, will negatively affect passengers trying to make 
connections. 
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VII.C. Hanover Street, request to eliminate four parking spaces next to Hanover Garage, to enlarge bus stop         
            area, by COAST.  
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Hanover Street Bus Stop/Layover Area 

As designed in our new conceptual plan, this bus stop will be our primary hub in 
downtown Portsmouth. We will still service Market Square with two routes, but 
it will no longer be a transfer location between COAST routes. This was first 
introduced at our first meeting with the City about the Conceptual Plan. 

Service Days:  Monday – Saturday (no Sundays) 

Routes: 13  Dover / Portsmouth 
14  Rochester / Dover / Portsmouth 
40  Islington/Borthwick Trolley 
41  Lafayette Trolley 
42  Pease Shuttle 
43  Newington / Portsmouth 
44  Portsmouth City Hall / Kittery / PNSY 

Span of Daily Service:  6:00am – 9:00pm 

We will have a line of six vehicles there roughly between 0:55 and 0:02 each hour. There will 
be a few times when a smaller number of vehicles are there, such as at 6:21am (two or three 
vehicles), and each hour at 0:37 after the hour (one vehicle).  

We anticipate the six vehicles will usually be two 42’ buses, two 37’ trolleys, and two 28’ 
cutaways. This requires 214 vehicle feet, plus the space between them. The space, including the 
four parking spots, is 250 feet long. That gives seven feet between each vehicle. Workable, but 
tight! They’ll have to leave together, in order. 
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Ideally, the bus stop area would be marked with a white line separating the bus lane from the 
travel lane, and “BUS ONLY” written in it at least twice over the length of the area. 

Additionally, we would like to consider the addition of a new bus shelter (see picture), and more 
detailed signage/schedule info inside the two shelters. 
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VII.C. Hanover Street, request to eliminate four parking spaces next to Hanover 
           Garage, to enlarge bus stop area, by COAST.  

ebeby
Polygon

ebeby
Callout
Request to eliminate four parking spaces.

ebeby
Polygon

ebeby
Callout
Existing bus stop area

ebeby
Polygon



Ross Engineering 

Civil / Structural Engineering 

909 Islington Street  603-433-7560 

Portsmouth, NH 03801 alexross@comcast.net

15 Middle Street 

Parking & Traffic Safety Committee 

Review material 

Since our last Traffic and Safety meeting our design team met with 

Eric Eby and Ben Fletcher at the site to review possible alterations 

and improvements to the layout.  We have enlarged the sidewalk to 

5 feet wide and added 3 temporary valet queuing spaces. 

The Salvation Army has been at this location for over 50 years, with 

heavy usage at times, dumpsters on Porter Street, and no monitored 

or managed parking plan. 

The proposed use will have staff and valet employees monitor and 

properly manage the area so that the traffic flow on Porter Street 

will be improved and all of the dumpsters will be relocated off of 

Porter Street. 
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VIII.A. Report back: 15 Middle Street, request for valet parking on Porter Street.
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1895A

M E M O R A N D U M

Ref: 1895A 

To: Alex Ross 
 Ross Engineering  

From: Stephen G. Pernaw, P.E., PTOE 

Subject: Proposed Hotel – 15 Middle Street 
               Portsmouth, New Hampshire 

Date: March 11, 2019 

As requested, Pernaw & Company, Inc. has conducted a trip generation analysis for the hotel 
that is proposed to occupy the existing brick building located at the corner of Middle Street and 
Porter Street in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.  The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize 
the results of our trip generation analyses, as well as our research of available traffic count data 
for this area.  To summarize:        

Proposed Development – The project proponent proposes to renovate the existing building into a 
28-room hotel from its former use by the Salvation Army.  The subject building is located at the
northeast corner of the Middle Street / Porter Street intersection.  There is no on-site parking,
therefore valet parking is proposed.  Tax Map 126 is attached (Attachment 1) and shows the
location of the proposed hotel site.

Existing Traffic Volumes – Research at the NHDOT revealed that there are three short-term 
Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) counts in the study area.  They are located on Middle Street 
(South of Islington Street), on Congress Street (East of Maplewood Avenue) and on Chestnut 
Street (North of Porter Street).  These counts were conducted in September 2017 or July/August 
of 2018.  According to the NHDOT reports, the site frontage on Middle Street (south of Islington 
Street) carried an Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume of approximately 9,572 
vehicles per day (vpd) in 2017, up slightly from 9,384 (vpd) in 2016.  The section of Congress 
Street, east of Maplewood Avenue carried an AADT volume of approximately 5,678 vehicles in 
2017, down from 6,619 in 2016.  The section of Chestnut Street, north of Porter Street carried an 
AADT volume of approximately 173 vehicles in 2017, down slightly from 189 vehicles in 2016 
(see Attachments 2 - 4). 

This data shows that traffic volumes in the area typically reach peak levels during the morning 
and afternoon on weekdays; thus reflecting the typical commuting patterns.  The diagram on 
Page 2 shows the location of the site and the three ATR counts.  The diagrams on Page 3 
summarize the daily and hourly variations in traffic demand at the Middle Street and Congress 
Street locations.  The detail sheets pertaining to these counts are attached (see Attachment 5 & 
6).
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1895A

Trip Generation - To estimate the quantity of vehicle-trips that will be produced by the proposed 
hotel, Pernaw & Company, Inc. considered the standard trip generation rates and equations 
published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers1 (ITE).  Land Use Code LUC 310 - Hotel 
is the most applicable category for the proposed development.  The number of rooms was 
utilized as the independent variable.

The table on the following page summarizes the results of the trip generation analyses for the 
typical occupancy case and when full-occupancy occurs.  It should be noted that these trip 
estimates include all vehicle-trips to and from a typical hotel site (hotel guests, employees, 
service vehicles).  However, the lack of an on-site parking lot means that employees will not be 
traveling directly to the subject site (fewer trips to the site) and guest vehicles will need to be 
driven to an off-site parking location upon arrival (more trips from the site).  The computations 
pertaining to these analyses are attached (see Attachments 7 & 8).     

Table 1 shows that the proposed hotel will generate approximately 20 vehicle-trips (10 arrivals, 
10 departures) during the weekday PM peak hour when fully occupied.  Similarly, during the 
Saturday peak hour period the proposed hotel is expected to generate approximately 24 vehicle-
trips (13 arrivals, 11 departures).  The trip generating characteristics of the former Salvation 
Army use are not known; therefore the net impact will be less than is indicated in Table 1.        

1 Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation, 10th Edition (Washington, D.C., 2017) 
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   Weekday Total
Entering 117 veh 171 veh
Exiting 117 veh 171 veh
Total 234 trips 342 trips

Entering 8 veh 10 veh
Exiting 5 veh 7 veh
Total 13 trips 17 trips

Entering 9 veh 10 veh
Exiting 8 veh 10 veh
Total 17 trips 20 trips

   Saturday Total
Entering 115 veh 147 veh
Exiting 115 veh 147 veh
Total 230 trips 294 trips

Entering 11 veh 13 veh
Exiting 9 veh 11 veh
Total 20 trips 24 trips

   Sunday Total
Entering 84 veh 119 veh
Exiting 84 veh 119 veh
Total 168 trips 238 trips

Entering 7 veh 9 veh
Exiting 9 veh 12 veh
Total 16 trips 21 trips

1ITE Land Use Code 310 - Hotel (trips/room); excluding valet trips (28 Rooms)
2ITE Land Use Code 310 - Hotel (trips/occupied room); excluding valet trips (28 Rooms)

   Saturday Peak Hour

   Sunday Peak Hour

Typical  
Occupancy 1

Full  
Occupancy 2

   Weekday AM Peak Hour

   Weekday PM Peak Hour

Table 1 Trip Generation Summary
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1895A

Findings & Conclusions

1. Recent traffic counts conducted by the NHDOT in August 2018 on Middle Street at the
subject site (south of Islington Street) revealed that this section of roadway carries over 9,000
vehicles per day, with the highest hourly traffic volume occurring from 3:00 to 4:00 PM on
weekdays (average = 778 vph).

2. Arriving hotel guests will temporarily park on Porter Street where their vehicles will be
unloaded and then moved to an off-site location by the valet staff.

3. According to the trip generation rates published by the ITE, the proposed hotel will generate
approximately 17 (AM), 20 (PM) and 24 (Saturday) vehicle-trips during the peak hour
periods if/when fully occupied.

4. The trip generation characteristics of the former Salvation Army use are not known.  This
means that the net impact that the proposed building conversion to a 28-room hotel will be
less than is indicated in Table 1.

The proposed 28-room hotel is not considered to be a major traffic generator from a 
transportation planning and traffic engineering standpoint.  The hourly traffic volume that will be 
generated by the proposed change of use from Salvation Army to a small 28-room downtown 
hotel will not significantly alter the prevailing traffic operations at nearby intersections.     

Attachments 
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Aerial View 

View from Middle St. looking northeast and down Porter St. 

View from Middle St. looking northeast 

View from Porter St., looking northwest 

Concrete block 

building, part of 

1 Middle Street

15 MIDDLE STREET 
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Civil/Structural Engineering 
ROSS ENGINEERING

& Surveying
Portsmouth, NH  03801

(603) 433-7560

909 Islington St.
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Civil/Structural Engineering 
ROSS ENGINEERING

& Surveying
Portsmouth, NH  03801

(603) 433-7560

909 Islington St.
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VIII.B. South Street, report back on traffic calming request.  
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VIII.B. South Street, report back on traffic calming request.  

ebeby
Polygon

ebeby
Callout
Request to change speed limit to 25 mph in this section.



From: Diane Schaefer <dschaefer7@comcast.net> 

Date: Fri, Oct 25, 2019 at 5:53 PM 

Subject: Middle St. Crosswalks (2) 

To: Doug Roberts <dougroberts4123@gmail.com> 

Cc: <jthwalker@cityofportsmouth.com> 

Dear Councilor Roberts and Members of the Parking & Traffic Safety Committee: 

I am writing to ask the committee to consider adding additional crosswalks on Middle Street--
particularly at the Lincoln/Aldrich/Cass intersections.  

My husband, Mitch Shuldman, and I have lived at 620 Lincoln Avenue since 1991. Our 
Wibird/Lincoln/Park/Mendum/Orchard neighborhood is densely settled with people who like to walk 
and bike. Lincoln Avenue (running from Junkins to Middle) is a major walk- and bike- to-school 
route, as well as a popular route for residents to walk/bike to City Hall, the Farmer's Market, South 
Mill Pond recreation area, Prescott Park, the South End and many other downtown destinations.   

We applaud the Committee's recent efforts to make Portsmouth a safer and more walkable city. 
Sidewalk improvements and more visible crosswalks have really improved the safety and ease of 
crossing busy streets such as Middle, Miller, South, Lafayette and others.   

We ask that you consider adding a crosswalk (or two) at the very busy section of Middle Street where 
Cass, Aldrich and Lincoln intersect. We are concerned that with burgeoning development of the West 
End, more and more people of all ages will be crossing Middle in this stretch. The new Frank Jones 
apartments and the soon-to-be opened apartments near Hannaford will only add to the number of 
people walking and biking in this area. The Cass/Park intersection is a particularly dangerous place to 
cross.  

The current crosswalks at Wibird and Mendum are not ideally placed. For example, to cross Middle 
from Lincoln, one has to walk up to Mendum and back to Aldrich, an extra 500 feet. Or they have to 
go all the way to Wibird, an extra 1,000 feet.  In the course of researching why crosswalks were 
placed where, we discovered that a pedestrian activated crosswalk was recommended at Aldrich and 
Middle in the Safe Routes to School Action Plan 2010.  (See Engineering Recommendation, PMS-6, 
pg. 36). It's curious to us why there would be a pedestrian activated crosswalk at the Mendum St. 
intersection, rather than any of the previously mentioned streets which are major thoroughfares. 
Unfortunately, most people choose to J-walk.  

Thank you for considering our request and please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any 
questions. We look forward to your feedback.  

Sincerely, 

Diane Schaefer & Mitch Shuldman  
620 Lincoln Ave., Portsmouth NH 03801 
603-430-8658
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2018 2017 2018 2017 2016 2018 2017 2016
January 86 124 January January
February 89 76 February February
March 85 93 March March
April 58 69 April April
May 84 108 May May
June 92 99 June June
July 105 92 July July
August 100 120 August August
September 100 99 September September
October 106 October October
November 94 November November
December 72 December December
Total 799 1152 1154 Total 7 12 12 5 Total 2 3 3 3
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IX.E. Quarterly Accident Report by Police Captain Mark Newport.
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Quarter   Type Location Notes

Pedestrian Mirona Rd

Vehicle was rounding a corner of a building in a parking lot on Mirona Rd.  Pedestrian (legally blind), walked into the path of 
the vehicle as it rounded the corner.  Driver did not see the pedestrian until it was too late.  Pedestrian suffered a minor leg 
injury.

Pedestrian Islington St

Pedestrian was walking outbound on Islington St. in the right hand travel lane near the Bartlett St. intersection when a 
vehicle passed him and brushed his leg and damaged his cart housing his belongings.  Pedestrian suffered minor leg 
injuries.  Vehicle was never located.

Pedestrian Plaza 800

Pedestrian was struck by a vehicle pulling into a parking space at Plaza 800.  Ground was covered in a film of light snow.  
When the driver applied the brakes pulling into a spot, the vehicle slid into the pedestrian.  Pedestrian suffered a knee 
injury and transported themselves to the hospital to get checked out.

Bicycle Lafayette Rd

On June 5, 2019, a tractor trailer(TT) unit was making a right hand turn from Heritage Ave. onto Lafayette Rd, the bicyclist 
was stopped on the side of Heritage Ave. at the intersection of Lafayette Rd.  The (TT) unit did not make a wide enough turn 
and the bicyclist was in the (TT) driver’s blind spot and as a result, the right rear wheel of the (TT) unit collided with the 
bicyclist.  The (TT) unit did not sustain any damage, but the bicycle was heavily damaged and the bicyclist was transported 
by ambulance to the hospital with a minor leg injury.

Bicycle Plaza 800

On June 28, 2019, a vehicle was travelling west in the parking lot of Plaza 800 when a bicyclist travelling at a high rate of 
speed from behind the vehicle struck the driver’s side mirror as the bicyclist was attempting to pass the vehicle.  The 
bicyclist was transported by ambulance to the hospital with minor injuries to their arm.  The vehicle sustained minor 
damage to the driver’s side mirror.

2 Pedestrians Parking Lots 2 Pedestrians were struck in the parking lots of the Christmas Tree shop on Durgin Ln and Rite Aid on Islington St.
Pedestrian Lafayette Rd & Mirona Rd 1 Pedestrian struck at the intersection on Lafayette Rd. and Mirona Rd by McDonalds
Pedestrian Woodbury Ave 1 Pedestrian struck in the road on Woodbury Ave in front of the Verizon store

2019
3rd Qtr.

Parking and Traffic Safety Committee
Description of Events for Pedestrian and Bicycle Accidents in 2019

2019
1st Qtr.

2019
2nd Qtr.
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PTS Meeting 
Date Action Item Vote Next Step / Report Back Date

10/3/2019
Discussion of speed limits, legal requirements and reducing speeds on City gateway 
roads.  Staff will report back at a later date on speed limits and speed segments on City gateway roads. Future Meeting 

10/3/2019 Loading zone time / hours (3 Pleasant Street) VOTED to refer to staff for report back. Future Meeting 

9/5/2019 Request for valet parking spaces on Porter Street for 15 Middle Street.
10/3/19 - VOTED to approve postponement as requested by applicant.
VOTED to refer to staff for report back. 11/07/19

9/5/2019
Report back, request for traffic calming measures on South Street between Middle 
Road and Lafayette Road. VOTED to direct City staff to work with the neighborhood and develop interim measures for traffic calming. 11/07/19

8/1/2019
Letter from Marc Stettner regarding dedicated motorcycle, moped and scooter 
parking. 

9/5/19 - VOTED to refer proposed amendment to the Designated Motorcycle Parking Area ordinance to the 
Legal Department to amend pursuant to the issues raised in this memorandum for referral back to PTS.  PTS 
will then review and approve a draft of the proposed amendment to submit to the City Council for first 
reading.
VOTED to suspend the previous vote made on June 6, 2019 to establish a fee of $1.50 per hour when using 
the ParkMobile App or $2.00 per hour at the display meter, maximum three hours for the motorcycle-
specific spaces in the designated motorcycle parking area and refer to the City’s Legal Department and staff 
for a report back at a future meeting. Future Meeting 

6/6/2019 Request for 15-minute parking spaces on Hanover Street and the Vaughan Mall lot. 
VOTED to table action on the three 15-minute spaces in Vaughan Mall parking lot behind 25 Maplewood 
Avenue and review the City’s policy on designating 15-minute parking spaces. Future Meeting 

4/4/2019 Congress Street at Fleet Street lane use change.

08/01/19 - VOTED to implement the lane use changes on Congress Street and Fleet Street, and Pleasant 
Street at Market Square in the fall of 2019 on a trial basis and report back.
VOTED to allow staff time to investigate the right turn only lane and making Pleasant Street one lane into 
Market Square.

Implement in the spring of 2020 on trial 
basis and report back

12/6/2018 Request for parking space in bike lane buffer at 60 Lafayette Road. 2/7/19 - VOTED to table request. Future Meeting 

11/1/2018

Request to remove 10 metered parking spaces on Deer Street between Bridge Street 
and Maplewood Avenue, to accommodate anticipated traffic from new Foundry 
Place parking garage.

VOTED to table request to allow time for staff to observe traffic operations along Deer Street after the 
opening of the garage.

Tabled until new parking garage is 
generating more traffic

9/6/2018
Request to install curbing and trees along Madison Street near the intersection with 
Austin Street. VOTED to have staff collect data, evaluate and report back on parking and traffic on Madison Street. Future Meeting 

5/3/2018
Request for a loading zone between the hours of 9 am and 5 pm, 7 days a week, on 
Vaughan Street at 3S Artspace.

6/7/18 - VOTED to make no change at this time and revisit after hotel construction is complete.
5/3/18 - VOTED to refer to staff for report back at the next meeting, if possible. 

Revisit after hotel construction is 
completed

2/1/2018
Request to eliminate 2-hour time limit on Islington Street between Cornwall Street 
and Rockingham Street. VOTED to table the action item until the new parking garage is operational.  (NPP ?)

Tabled until new parking garage is 
operational

PTS OPEN ACTION ITEMS
IX.F. PTS Open Action Items.
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PTS Meeting 
Date Action Item Vote Next Step / Report Back Date

PTS OPEN ACTION ITEMS

11/2/2017
Concerns regarding traffic not yielding to pedestrians in crosswalk on Middle Road at 
Essex Avenue.

9/5/19 - VOTED to direct City staff to investigate interim solutions to address vehicle speeds and pedestrian 
safety on Middle Road and in the general area. 
12/7/17 -  VOTED to increase the visibility of the crosswalk by repainting and lengthening the existing 6 ft. 
stripes to 8 ft. to make it appear larger to approaching motorists.
11/2/17 -  VOTED to have staff collect data, evaluate & report back at the next meeting.

Install in-street pedestrian sign in 
gateway style.

10/5/2017
Request to eliminate access to Echo Avenue from Spaulding Turnpike
Frank Jones Neighborhood Turnpike connections (Echo Ave & Farm Lane)

2/7/19 VOTED to extend the trial closure of Turnpike exit ramp onto Echo Avenue until the completion of 
the Woodbury Avenue Bridge.

Review after the Woodbury Avenue 
Bridge construction is completed

9/7/2017 Request for crosswalk on Grafton Drive at Sherburne Road

10/5/17 - VOTED to have City staff work with PDA to implement pedestrian crossing at intersection of 
Grafton Drive and Sherburne Road.
9/7/17 VOTED to have staff collect data, evaluate, and report back with a recommendation at next month’s 
meeting. (October Meeting) Pending PDA funding for project

4/6/2017 Request for Valet Service license on Pleasant Street near Court Street VOTED to direct staff to report back at a future meeting. On hold pending site development
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